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Chapter 0

Preface to the 1st Edition

This book can serve as a companion manual to all undergraduate and postgraduate
students who are taking a course in Computer Aided Geometric Design and want
to see examples and algorithms implemented in Matlab. People who aren’t overly
familiar with programming will hopefully find these examples easy to understand and
implement in their own computer.

This companion is meant to be used along with the well known and widely used
textbooks [2, 5, 7, 14]. Students should follow the theory presented in the above books,
especially [7, 14], and then come back to this companion and try out the examples
provided.

Many of the algorithms presented in this manual can be enhanced. There are many
ways you can build upon them, update them and try out new examples for yourself.
Use them as starting points to visualize examples and become better yourself. The
following basic updates and edits can be considered in any chapter, so you should have
them in mind when studying for the course or when designing home assignments:

• Many algorithms are designed to work on 2d or 3d spaces. You can generalize
them for higher dimensions.

• Most functions assume that the data used as inputs by the user are in the correct
format (like size and data type). You can add simple test commands to check
the input values and type error messages when the inputs are wrong.

• You can combine different algorithms into functions with more properties. For
example,based on the existing algorithms, you can make an algorithm for multiple
degree elevations, multiple subdivisions and more.

• You can write analytical formulas for Bézier curves and patches of order higher
than 3.

• Try more complex examples, like interpolation with more points and different
curves.

4



CHAPTER 0. PREFACE TO THE 1ST EDITION 5

• In the interpolation algorithms, you can apply more advanced interpolation tech-
niques from numerical analysis.

• In the interpolation examples, we use a fix number of points, for example 10,
16 or 32. You can rewrite these examples as functions, where the user inputs
the desired number of interpolation points. Run this function multiple times,
increasing the number of interpolation points one at a time and observing how
the interpolating curve changes.

• Generalize the Frenet frame function to work on higher order Bézier curves, using
multiple calls of the De Casteljau algorithm.

• When constructing Spline curves, you can update the provided algorithms so that
instead of requiring an input of knot vectors, they construct one algorithmically,
so that we have interpolation at the endpoints.

• If you believe it is required, add more comments to each function to make them
easier to read.

• You can edit the plot options in algorithms that have figures as outputs. You
can add legends to the output. You can also combine similar algorithms to plot
multiple subfigures showing off different properties of the algorithm.

In future editions, more examples can be added. As with all 1st book editions,
the readers may find possible errors. Feel free to point them to me, or make any
suggestions.

L. M.

Comments for the 2nd Edition
In the second edition of this work, some more exercises are added for the readers in

each chapter. Some typos where fixed. In addition, the Bezier interpolation algorithm
in Chapter 3 has been adapted to work for any number of given points. The examples
have been changed accordingly.

L. M.



Chapter 1

Basic Matlab Commands

1.1 Introduction

Matlab is a strong tool used in numerical analysis and system modeling and visualiza-
tion. Its easy to understand programming language along with its strong kernel makes
it suitable for use in computer design.

Along with the basic Matlab environment, there are several toolboxes available
that expand Matlab’s capabilities, like Simulink, curve fitting toolbox, computer vision
toolbox, pde toolbox and many more.

The matlab interface is divided into subparts.

In the Command Window the user inputs the commands. The Current Directory
shows the directory from which Matlab runs the files and functions created by the

6



CHAPTER 1. BASIC MATLAB COMMANDS 7

user. Command History shows the previous commands. In the main window bar, the
options HOME, PLOTS and APPS are available. In the Home tab, you can change
the layout of Matlab, open files, edit variables and more.

1.2 Input Data

Matlab’s data structure is the matrix. Matlab interprets variables as matrices, so all
mathematical operations, unless otherwise stated, are interpreted using linear algebra
rules. To define a variable simply use

var= value
% or
var= value;

where value represents a numerical value. The ; at the end of the command de-
termines whether the result will be displayed on screen or not. This is useful when
defining large variables that we do not want to print. It also saves computation time.
We can write comments in the code using %.

We define matrices in the following way

mat=[a,b; c,d]

where the symbols [] represent the beginning and end of a matrix and the symbol
; here is used to denote a new line of the matrix. We should be careful with the
dimensions, each row must have the same number of elements. To choose an element
of the matrix, use mat(i,j) to define which element or which parts of the matrix are
to be chosen.

Another method is useful for defining vectors of equally spaced numbers as follows

t=a:step:b

where a and b represent numbers and step is the step value used. If the step is omitted,
the default value is 1. A second way uses the following command

t=linspace(a,b,n)

that creates an array of n equally spaced numbers between a and b. To define a grid
mesh, use the command

[x,y]=meshgrid(a1:step:b1, a2:step:b2)
[x,y,z]=meshgrid(a1:step:b1, a2:step:b2,a3:step:b3)
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% creates the x,y or x,y,z grid vectors, which can be used to plot ...
surfaces or in general multivariable functions.

As an example, the following commands

M=[1, 5, 10, 11; 6, 7, 8, 9]
t1=0:2:10
t2=linspace(0,5,4)
M(1,2)
M(:,2)
M(1,[2 3])
M' %transpose matrix
m=[0:2:10;10:2:20];
m(:,3:end) % to choose columns from 3rd to the last;

create three variables with the following values

M =

(
1 5 10 11
6 7 8 9

)
t1 = 0 2 4 6 8 10 t2 = 0 1.6667 3.3333 5

and the last commands create the arrays

5

(
5
7

) (
5 10

) 
1 6
5 7
10 8
11 9

 (
4 6 8 10
14 16 18 20

)

So in general, when choosing elements from a matrix or row vector, we have many
options that give us convenience. You can also try the following commands and test
the results for yourself.

m=[0:2:10;10:2:20];
m(:,3:end) % to choose columns from 3rd to the last;

Two more commands that will be used in the following chapters are the size and length
commands, that give us the size of a given matrix. This is especially useful when writing
functions.

[nrow,ncol]=size(p) % returns the number of rows and columns in a ...
matrix p, and saves the date in two variables.

n=length(p) % returns the largest dimension of p.

One last useful command is the clear command, which deletes any variable in the
workspace. Its syntax is the following
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clear var% deletes variable
clear %deletes all variables
clc % clears the command window (does not delete any variables)
close all % closes all figure windows

1.3 Mathematical Operations, Functions and Loops

Matlab has many avaibale functions to use. A typical function call is as follows

[output1,output2,. . .]=function name(input1,input2,. . .)

Notice, that if the function has multiple outputs, use [] to save the results, but () to
call the input arguments. Simple examples include cos(x), sin(x), tan(x), ...

log(x), exp(x), sqrt(x) that take as an input a numerical variable and return a
unique output. Some commands that you should have in mind are the commands for
generating random numbers. These can be very useful in the following, for running an
algorithm multiple times and observing a different result each time.

x=rand(rows,cols) % returns a random matrix of dimensions ...
rows-by-cols with numbers from 0 to 1.

x=randn(rows,cols) % returns a random matrix of dimensions ...
rows-by-cols with numbers taken from the normal distribution.

x=randi(max,rows,cols) % returns a matrix of dimensions rows-by-cols ...
with random integers from [1,max].

Another useful command is reshape. This command will be very useful when
constructing Bézier patches, or in general when manipulating lists of points, because
it allows the reshaping of a matrix or vector as follows.

% given a matrix x
reshape(x,ind1,ind2) % reshapes the matrix x into a new matrix with ...

ind1 rows and ind2 columns. Clearly, the matrix dimensions for the ...
reshaping must be compatible. In addition, if one want to specify ...
only one dimension, enter the other one as an empy matrix [].

In general, in order to find out about a function’s syntax, use

help fun name

to display information about the function.
Regarding mathematical operations, Matlab uses the traditional symbols + - ...

* ˆ /. What should be noted though, is that Matlab treats the operators using linear
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algebra rules. So if one wishes to use element-wise operations, this should be specified
using .* .ˆ ./ instead. For example, in order to obtain the square of each element
in a vector, the following commands should be used

t=0:0.1:10; % Example of a vector
t.ˆ2 % In order to obtain the square of each element
% The command tˆ2 tries to multiply t*t, which is wrong since it does ...

not satisfy the linear algebra rules.
cos(t) %this will output a row where each element represnts cos(t(i))

To write a script file yourself, begin by creating an mfile from the home tab. In the
new window, you can now input any commands that you like and save them in a file
for later use. This is useful when writing examples and test code. You can run a saved
script file any time by writing the file’s name in the command window, or by right
clicking on the file in the current folder tab and choosing ’run’. One useful feature of
script files is that by using the %% symbol, you can break a file into section, and you
can run each section separately. This is useful when testing and debugging code.

One thing to watch out is that if the function is saved in a folder different from
your current folder (see the figure above), Matlab may not be able to find the source
code of the function and thus may print an ’unknown function’ error. So make sure
that your current folder has all the functions that you need to run your code. You can
edit this in the preferences.

More specifically, you can create a function file, which is a special form of script
that can take input arguments, and give as output one or more values. To create a
function, begin by creating an mfile from the home tab. The function file must have
the following form
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function [output args] = fname(input args)
%fname Summary of this function goes here
% Detailed explanation goes here
% commands go here
% output args represents the output arguments returned by the ...

function, separated by comma. The input args repersents the input ...
arguments required by the function.

end

The first line of the code is mandatory for a matlab function. In addition, the script
file needs to be saved under the name fname. Any comments that you are going to
write right under the function name will be printed when someone uses the command
help fname, so make sure that any command that you right is easily understood and
implemented by others. To call a function in matlab, simply write the name of the
function in the command line, along with the number of inputs required, much like
you would do when calling every other function in matlab, like sin(),inv() etc.

The if, for and while structures in matlab are structured as follows

if statement 1
commands

elseif statement 2
commands

elseif statement 3
....

else
commands

end

for i=start:step:finish
commands

end

while statement
commands

end

where in statement, you must choose a logical operation. The operations for and, or,
equal, not equal are and || == ~=. We are going to use many of the above commands
in the following chapters.
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1.4 Solving linear systems

In the following chapters, we will often encounter the problem of solving a linear system
of equations of the form Ax = B, in order to obtain a vector x, which will usually
represent the control points for a desired curve. The matrix A may or may not be
square. To solve such a system, we can use the inverse or pseudoinverse of the matrix
A given by the commands inv,pinv, but it is better to use the following commands

x=linsolve(A,B)
x=mldivide(A,B)

that give smaller errors.

1.5 Graphs and Figures

It goes without saying that it is very important to visualize data. Matlab offers many
useful tools to beautifully visualize curves and surfaces.

Since functions are computed numerically as row or columns vectors, to plot a
function first define the values of the parameter (e.g. t) and then the value of the
function f, and use the following commands.

plot(x,y,'details') Plots vector y versus vector x. In 'details',
graph details are entered (optional)

plot3(x,y,z) Plots a line in R3 through the points whose coor-
dinates are (x,y,z)

surf(x,y,z) Plots the coloured parametric surface defined by
(x,y,z)

surfc(x,y,z) Plots the coloured parametric surface defined by
(x,y,z) in combination with a contour plot

mesh(x,y,z) Plots the coloured parametric mesh defined by
(x,y,z)

meshc(x,y,z) Plots the coloured parametric mesh defined by
(x,y,z) in combination with a contour plot

contour(x,y,z) Contour plot, i.e. the level curves of function z
over the coordinates (x,y)

quiver(x,y,vx,vy) Plots arrow vectors (vx,xy) at points with coordi-
nates (x,y)

quiver3(x,y,z,vx,vy,vz) Plots arrow vectors (vx,xy,xz) at points with coor-
dinates (x,y,z)

The optional argument 'details' is a string containing information about the way
the data are plotted. The string can contain one character from each of the following
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columns

b blue . point - solid
g green o circle : dotted
r red x x-mark -. dashdot
c cyan + plus -- dashed
m magenta * star (none) no line
y yellow s square
k black d diamond
w white v triangle (down)

ˆ triangle (up)
< triangle (left)
> triangle (right)
p pentagram
h hexagram

also the options 'LineWidth' and 'MarkerSize' are useful to change the width or
marker size.

For example, the commands

t=0:0.2:2*pi;
x=cos(t);
plot(t,x,'--','LineWidth',2)

will plot the cosine signal over [0,2π] and plot its graph as a dashed line of double
width.

Other useful commands to change the appearance of a figure are the following

xlabel('text') Text on the x-axis
ylabel('text') Text on the y-axis
title('text') Title text
grid Puts grid on the graph
axis on Displays the axes
axis off Hides the axes
axis square Makes the figure square
axis equal Makes the unit of measure equal to

both axes
axis([ xmin xmax ymin ymax]) Sets axes limits
hold on Holds the current plot
legend('note 1', 'note 2',...) Inserts legend for each element that is

plotted
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If one wants to plot multiple graphs in the same figure, the commands hold on or
hold all can be used. The command hold all resets the colours each time so it is
easier to distinguish the data. For example

t=0:0.2:2*pi;
x=sin(t);
y=2*cos(t);
plot(t,x)
hold all
plot(t,y)

will plot the 2 functions in the same figure.
To create multiple figures, one can either define a window with many subfigures, or

open a new figure window each time.
Using the command figure(n) Matlab creates a new blank figure under the key

number n = 1, 2, .... all plot commands following this command will be visualised in
this new window.

On the other hand, the command subplot(n,m,i) creates a figure and splits it in
n rows and m columns. Every new plot command will be visualised in the subfigure at
position i, counting from right to left and top to bottom. To move to another subfigure
j we enter the command subplot(n,m,j). So for example:

t=0:0.2:2*pi;
x=cos(t);
y=sin(t);
subplot(1,2,1)
plot(t,x)
subplot(1,2,2)
plot(t,y)

will plot a 2× 2 figure having the cosine graph on the first window and the sine graph
on the second window. Examples of these commands are given in the next section.

1.6 Examples

Example 1.6.1. Given a set of points, saved in a row matrix p, where each column
corresponds to a point, plot those points. For example

p = (p0, p1, p2, p3, p4) =

(
1 2 1 3 4
0 2 1 3 −1

)
(1.1)

or

p = (p0, p1, p2, p3, p4) =

1 2 1 3 4
0 2 1 3 −1
0 1 2 4 3

 (1.2)
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This is the basic format the will be used throughout this book to represent a set of
points. This way, p(:,i) represents the i-th point on the list, while p(i,:), i = 1, 2, 3
represents the x, y or z coordinates of all the points.

p=[1,2,1,3,4;0,2,1,3,-1];
plot(p(1,:),p(2,:),'*','Markersize',8)
% with the above command, we enter as the first argument the x ...

coordinates of the points, which corresponds to the first row of ...
the matrix, and as second argument the y coordinates.

grid
%% now for the 3d points
p=[1,2,1,3,4;0,2,1,3,-1;0,1,2,4,3];
plot3(p(1,:),p(2,:),p(3,:),'--*','Markersize',8) % here we also ...

connect each point with a dashed line
grid

Example 1.6.2. Plot the functions x(t) = cos(t) and x2(t) = 3cos(t) + sin(2t) for
0 < t < 4π.

t=0:pi/180:4*pi;
x=cos(t);
x2=3*cos(t)+sin(2*t);
hold on
plot(t,x,'g--')
plot(t,x2,'r','LineWidth',2)
xlabel('time')
legend('cosine','3cos(t)+sin(2t)') % multiple legends separated by comma
title('Example')
grid
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Example 1.6.3. Create a 2 by 2 figure with the functions cos(t), sin(t), et and log(t)
for 0 ≤ t < 4π.

t=0:0.1:4*pi;
subplot(2,2,1)
plot(t,cos(t))
title('cosine')
grid
subplot(2,2,2)
plot(t,sin(t))
title('sine')
grid
subplot(2,2,3)
plot(t,exp(t))
title('exponential')
grid
subplot(2,2,4)
plot(t,log(t))
title('log')
grid
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Example 1.6.4. Plot the function x(t) = |λ|eλtcos(t) for λ = −1,−2,−3,−4 and
0 ≤ t < 10 on the same graph.

t=0:0.1:10;
hold all
for i=1:4

x=i*exp(-i*t).*cos(t);
plot(t,x)

end
grid

Example 1.6.5. Plot the 3d curve given by f(t) = (3cos(t) + cos(10t)cos(t), 3sin(t) +
cos(t)sin(10t), sin(5t)) for t ∈ [0, 2π]
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t=0:pi/180:2*pi;
x=2*cos(t)+cos(10*t).*cos(t);
y=2*sin(t)+cos(t).*sin(10*t);
z=sin(5*t);
plot3(x,y,z)

Example 1.6.6. The following code for plotting a spiral with a desired number of rev-
olutions is taken from https://stackoverflow.com/questions/38575522/create-a-spiral-
between-two-cartesian-points-in-matlab

%random 2d points
p1 = [0,0];
p2 = [1,3];

%radius of first point to second
r = norm(p1-p2);
%angle between two point wrt the y-axis
theta offset = tan((p1(2)- p2(2))/(p1(1)-p2(1)));

rez = 200; % number of points
rev = 6; % number of revolutions

t = linspace(0,r,rez); %radius as spiral decreases
theta = linspace(0,2*pi*rev,rez) + theta offset; %angle as spiral ...

decreases
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x = cos(theta).*t+p2(1);
y = sin(theta).*t+p2(2);
plot(x,y)
grid

Example 1.6.7. Plot the 3d curve given by (sin(t),cos(t),t) for t ∈ [0, 10π]

t=0:0.1:10*pi;
x=sin(t);
y=cos(t);
plot3(x,y,t)
grid
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Example 1.6.8. Making use of the commands sphere and meshgrid, plot the unit
sphere and the function f(x, y) = −cos(x)− cos(y) + 1 on the same figure.

We will plot the unit sphere for N=20, and then the surface over the region −2 ≤
x, y ≤ 2.

%% For the sphere
[x,y,z]=sphere(20);
surf(x,y,z)
hold all

%% For the surface
[x,y]=meshgrid(-2:0.2:2);
surf(x,y,-cos(x)-cos(y)+1)
grid

The resulting graph is a sphere “sitting ”on the bottom of the surface.
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Example 1.6.9. Making use of the command meshgrid, plot the surface f(x, y) =
x · e−x2−y2 along with its contour plot.

We will plot the surface over the region −2 ≤ x, y ≤ 2 using the command surfc.

[x,y] = meshgrid([-2:.2:2]);
surfc(x,y,x.*exp(-x.ˆ2-y.ˆ2))

Example 1.6.10. Plot the gradient of z = x2ye(−x
2−y2), over [−3, 3]× [−3, 3].
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[x,y] = meshgrid(-3:.2:3);
z=x.ˆ2.*y.*exp(-x.ˆ2-y.ˆ2);
[dx,dy] = gradient(z);
subplot(1,2,1)
surfc(x,y,z)
subplot(1,2,2)
contour(x,y,z)
hold on
quiver(x,y,dx,dy)



Chapter 2

Bézier Curves

In the present chapter, examples will be given on linear interpolation, Bézier curve
construction and their analysis. The algorithms presented in this chapter are:

• Simple line segment contstruction, i.e. linear interpolation of 2 points.

• Bernstein polynomials.

• Quadtratic Bézier curves.

• Cubic Bézier curves.

• The De Casteljau Algorithm for an n-th degree Bézier curve.

• Computation of the derivative of a Bézier curve.

• Subdivision of a Bézier curve.

• Degree elevation of a curve.

• Rational Bézier curves.

• Frenet frame and curvature plot of a Bézier curve.

One important remark is that in most books, the point indexes start from zero, that
is p0, p1, p2 and so on. Thus, the algorithms found in [2, 7, 5, 14] utilize this indexing
option. In Matlab though, the index starts from 1, so the first element of a vector x is
x(1). So the reader should have in mind that the indexes used in the algorithms found
in the above works have been appropriately adjusted.

23
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2.1 Algorithms

The code for each algorithm is listed in this section.

function linep(p,q)
%plots the line segment connecting points p and q as a parametric curve
% the point in this code is to understand the parametric form of the line
% interpolating two points.
t=0:0.1:1;
x=p*(1-t)+q*t;
dim=length(p);
hold on
if dim==2

plot(p(1),p(2),'*') %plot each point
plot(q(1),q(2),'*') %plot each point
plot(x(1,:),x(2,:),'-') % plot segment

else
plot3(p(1),p(2),p(3),'*') %plot each point
plot3(q(1),q(2),q(3),'*') %plot each point
plot3(x(1,:),x(2,:),x(3,:),'-') % plot segment

end
grid
legend('line segment connecting two points')
end

function b=bern(n,i,t)
% Computes the bernstein polynomial of level n, corresponding to control
% point i, at time t, that is, $Bˆn i(t)$
b=(factorial(n)/(factorial(i)*factorial(n-i)))*(1-t)ˆ(n-i)*tˆi;

function bez2(p0,p1,p2)
% explicit form of a quadratic bezier curve
P=[p0,p1,p2]; % arrange the points in a row to plot them as the ...

control polygon
t=0:0.05:1;
% careful mathematical operations, the matrix dimensions must agree.
x=p0*(1-t).ˆ2+p1*2*((1-t).*t)+p2*t.ˆ2;
if length(p0)==2 % check if the points are 2d or 3d

plot(x(1,:),x(2,:))
hold all
plot(P(1,:),P(2,:),'--')
grid

else
plot3(x(1,:),x(2,:),x(3,:))
hold all
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plot3(P(1,:),P(2,:),P(3,:),'--')
grid

end

function bezd2(p0,p1,p2)
% explicit form of a quadratic bezier curve derivative
% it is better to use the de Castel. algorithms though.
P=[p0,p1,p2]; % arrange the points in a row to plot them as the ...

control polygon
t=0:0.01:1;
% careful mathematical operations, the matrix dimensions must agree.
x=p0*(1-t).ˆ2+p1*2*((1-t).*t)+p2*t.ˆ2;
dx=2*(p1-p0)*(1-t)+2*(p2-p1)*t;
if length(p0)==2 % check if the points are 2d or 3d

plot(x(1,:),x(2,:))
hold all
quiver(x(1,:),x(2,:),dx(1,:),dx(2,:)) % plot the derivative as ...

vectors
plot(P(1,:),P(2,:),'--')

else
plot3(x(1,:),x(2,:),x(3,:))
hold all
quiver3(x(1,:),x(2,:),x(3,:),dx(1,:),dx(2,:),dx(3,:))
plot3(P(1,:),P(2,:),P(3,:),'--')
grid

end

function bez3(p0,p1,p2,p3)
% explicit form of a cubic bezier curve
P=[p0,p1,p2,p3]; % arrange the points in a row to plot them as the ...

control polygon
t=0:0.05:1;
% careful mathematical operations, the matrix dimensions must agree.
x=p0*(1-t).ˆ3+3*p1*((1-t).ˆ2.*t)+3*p2*((1-t).*t.ˆ2)+p3*t.ˆ3;
if length(p0)==2 % check if the points are 2d or 3d

plot(x(1,:),x(2,:))
hold all
plot(P(1,:),P(2,:),'--')

else
plot3(x(1,:),x(2,:),x(3,:))
hold all
plot3(P(1,:),P(2,:),P(3,:),'--')
grid

end
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function bezd3(p0,p1,p2,p3)
% explicit form of a cubic bezier curve derivative
% it is better to use the de Castel. algorithms though.
P=[p0,p1,p2,p3]; %arrange the points in a row to plot them as the ...

control polygon
t=0:0.05:1;
% careful mathematical operations, the matrix dimensions must agree.

x=p0*(1-t).ˆ3+3*p1*((1-t).ˆ2.*t)+3*p2*((1-t).*t.ˆ2)+p3*t.ˆ3;
dx=3*(p1-p0)*((1-t).ˆ2)+6*(p2-p1)*((1-t).*t)+3*(p3-p2)*t.ˆ2;
if length(p0)==2 % check if the points are 2d or 3d

plot(x(1,:),x(2,:))
hold all
quiver(x(1,:),x(2,:),dx(1,:),dx(2,:))
plot(P(1,:),P(2,:),'--')

else
plot3(x(1,:),x(2,:),x(3,:))
hold all
quiver3(x(1,:),x(2,:),x(3,:),dx(1,:),dx(2,:),dx(3,:))
plot3(P(1,:),P(2,:),P(3,:),'--')
grid

end

function [x,pleft,pright]=castel(p,t)
% The de Casteljau algorithm.
% Input is the control points given in a row vector p and the desired ...

time t.
% Output is the value of the Bezier curve at time t, and also the points
% giving the left and right part of the subdivision for the given t, ...

given in row vectors.
n=size(p,2); %n is the number of points
dim=size(p,1); %the dimension of the points, i.e. 2d or 3d
p=p'; %transpose the matrix p. Now, the 1st column is the x ...

coordinate, second is the y, 3rd is the z.

%initiate control polygons
pleft=[p(1,:)'];
pright=[p(end,:)'];

if dim==2 % check if the points are 2d or 3d
for i=1:n-1 % careful, here n refers to the number of points. As ...

in most books, for an nth degree curve, there are n+1 points ...
p 0,...,p n.
for j=1:n-i % again here we don't start counting from zero ...

but from 1, up to n-i
p(j,1)=(1-t)*p(j,1)+t*p(j+1,1); % x coordinate
p(j,2)=(1-t)*p(j,2)+t*p(j+1,2); % y coordinate

end
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% I also want to keep the control polygons giving the ...
subdivision
pleft=[pleft, p(1,:)']; %each new point is placed last in ...

the list
pright=[p(end-i,:)',pright]; %each new point is placed ...

first in the list
end
x=[p(1,1);p(1,2)];

else
for i=1:n-1

for j=1:n-i
p(j,1)=(1-t)*p(j,1)+t*p(j+1,1); % x coordinate
p(j,2)=(1-t)*p(j,2)+t*p(j+1,2); % y coordinate
p(j,3)=(1-t)*p(j,3)+t*p(j+1,3); % z coordinate

end
% I also want to keep the control polygons giving the subdivision

pleft=[pleft, p(1,:)']; %each new point is placed last in ...
the list

pright=[p(end-i,:)',pright]; %each new point is placed ...
first in the list

end
x=[p(1,1);p(1,2);p(1,3)];

end

function dx=casteld(p,t)
% The de Casteljau algorithm for the derivative.
% Input is the control point given in a row vector p and the desired ...

time t.
% Output is the derivative of the Bezier curve at time t.
% This algorithm can be combined with the de Casteljau algorithm into a
% single function.

n=size(p,2); % n is the number of points
dim=size(p,1); %the dimension of the points
p=p'; %transpose so that the 1st colum is the x coordinate, second is ...

the y, 3rd is the z.

if dim==2
for i=1:n-2 % We want the second to last column

for j=1:n-i
p(j,1)=(1-t)*p(j,1)+t*p(j+1,1);
p(j,2)=(1-t)*p(j,2)+t*p(j+1,2);

end
end
dx=[(n-1)*(p(2,1)-p(1,1));(n-1)*(p(2,2)-p(1,2))];

else
for i=1:n-2

for j=1:n-i
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p(j,1)=(1-t)*p(j,1)+t*p(j+1,1);
p(j,2)=(1-t)*p(j,2)+t*p(j+1,2);
p(j,3)=(1-t)*p(j,3)+t*p(j+1,3);

end
end
dx=[(n-1)*(p(2,1)-p(1,1));(n-1)*(p(2,2)-p(1,2));(n-1)*(p(2,3)-p(1,3))];

end

function [newpoints]=degelev(p)
%% This function computes a degree elevation on the Bezier curve with ...

control polygon p.

% The function returns n+1 point saved in the variable newpoints.
% The new control polygon produces the same curve.
n=size(p,2); %n is the number of points

newpoints(:,1)=p(:,1);
newpoints(:,n+1)=p(:,n);
for i=2:n

newpoints(:,i)=(i-1)/(n)*p(:,i-1)+(1-(i-1)/(n))*p(:,i);
%note that based on 4.19 page 51, i refers to the point number,
%counting from 0.
%here we count from 1, so i should be i-1 and n+1 should be n on ...

the computation.
end

function f=frenetc(p0,p1,p2,p3)
% computes the frenet frame of a cubic bezier curve at point p, time t.
P=[p0,p1,p2,p3]; % arrange the points in a row to plot them as the ...

control polygon
t=0:0.05:1;
x=p0*(1-t).ˆ3+3*p1*((1-t).ˆ2.*t)+3*p2*((1-t).*t.ˆ2)+p3*t.ˆ3;

dx=3*(p1-p0)*((1-t).ˆ2)+6*(p2-p1)*((1-t).*t)+3*(p3-p2)*t.ˆ2;
d2x=6*(p2-2*p1+p0)*((1-t))+6*(p3-2*p2+p1)*(t);
T=[];
b=[];
n=[];
cur=[];

for i=1:length(t)
% in later versions of matlab, you can avoid using a loop, and ...

use the
% command vecnorm, that computes the norm of a matrix column by ...

column,
% thus giving us the norm of each vector in x,dx,d2x. This change ...

will
% make the algorithm much faster.
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% careful with mathematical operations, the matrix dimensions ...
must agree.

T=[T,dx(:,i)./norm(dx(:,i))];
b=[b,cross(dx(:,i),d2x(:,i))./norm(cross(dx(:,i),d2x(:,i)))];
n=[n,cross(b(:,i),T(:,i))];
cur=[cur,norm(cross(dx(:,i),d2x(:,i)))./(norm(dx(:,i)).ˆ3)];

end

hold all
plot3(x(1,:),x(2,:),x(3,:))
quiver3(x(1,:),x(2,:),x(3,:),T(1,:),T(2,:),T(3,:))
quiver3(x(1,:),x(2,:),x(3,:),b(1,:),b(2,:),b(3,:))
quiver3(x(1,:),x(2,:),x(3,:),n(1,:),n(2,:),n(3,:))
plot3(P(1,:),P(2,:),P(3,:))
grid

view([35 30]);
% Curvature plot
figure
plot(t,cur,'-*')
grid

% Updates to this algorithm
%- You can make the algorithm work for Bezier curves of any order, by ...

using
% repeated calls to the De Casteljau Algorithm
%- You can also make the algorithm work for 2d points, by elevating ...

them to
%3d as (x,y)-> (x,y,0)
%- Add a plot for the torsion as well.

2.2 Examples

Example 2.2.1. We first start by plotting some simple line segments

p1=[0;0]; p2=[1;2]; p3=[1;1]; p4=[2;2]
hold on
linep(p1,p2)
linep(p2,p3)
linep(p3,p4)
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Example 2.2.2. Write a function that takes as an input a number n and plots the
n-th degree Bernstein polynomials in a single plot, for t ∈ [0, 1].

Example 2.2.3. Plot a quadratic curve with 3 random control points, 2d or 3d.

% first generate 3 random points
p0=rand(2,1);
p1=rand(2,1);
p2=rand(2,1);
figure(1)
bez2(p0,p1,p2)
figure(2)
p0=rand(3,1);
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p1=rand(3,1);
p2=rand(3,1);
bez2(p0,p1,p2)
% You can run the above multiple times on your computer to get ...

different results.

Example 2.2.4. Plot a cubic curve with 4 random control points, 2d or 3d.

% first generate 4 random points
p0=rand(2,1);
p1=rand(2,1);
p2=rand(2,1);
p3=rand(2,1);
figure(1)
bez3(p0,p1,p2,p3)
figure(2)
p0=rand(3,1);
p1=rand(3,1);
p2=rand(3,1);
p3=rand(3,1);
bez3(p0,p1,p2,p3)
% You can run the above multiple times on your computer to get ...

different results.
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Example 2.2.5. Plot a cubic curve with 4 random control points, 2d or 3d, along
with its derivative vector in each point.

% first generate 4 random points
p0=rand(2,1);
p1=rand(2,1);
p2=rand(2,1);
p3=rand(2,1);
figure(1)
bezd3(p0,p1,p2,p3)
figure(2)
p0=rand(3,1);
p1=rand(3,1);
p2=rand(3,1);
p3=rand(3,1);
bezd3(p0,p1,p2,p3)
% You can run the above multiple times on your computer to get ...

different results.
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Example 2.2.6. Given 6 2d points, plot the corresponding Bézier curve using the de
Casteljau algorithm.

% First, define 6 points
p0=[-1;0];
p1=[0;1];
p2=[0;-1];
p3=[1;0];
p4=[3;3];
p5=[-2;1];
p=[p0,p1,p2,p3,p4,p5]; % combine points in a row
hold on
x=[]; % initiate vector x as an empty matrix
for t=0:0.01:1

x=[x,castel(p,t)]; % compute each point of the curve, and save in ...
a row

end
plot(x(1,:),x(2,:),'-b') %plot the curve
plot(p(1,:),p(2,:),'r') %plot the control polygon
legend('Bezier curve','control polygon')

Example 2.2.7. Given 6 2d points, plot the corresponding Bézier curve using the de
Casteljau algorithm.

% First, define 6 points
p0=[-1;0];
p1=[0;2];
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p2=[0;-1];
p3=[1;0];
p4=[2;2];
p5=[2;3];
p=[p0,p1,p2,p3,p4,p5]; % combine points in a row
x=[];
hold on
for t=0:0.05:1

x=[x,castel(p,t)]; % compute each point of the curve, and save in ...
a row

end
plot(x(1,:),x(2,:),'-') % plot the curve
grid
plot(p(1,:),p(2,:),'r--') %plot the control polygon

Example 2.2.8. Given 6 3d points, plot the corresponding Bézier curve using the de
Casteljau algorithm.

% first, define 6 points
p0=[-1;0;0];
p1=[0;2;1];
p2=[0;-1;0];
p3=[1;0;2];
p4=[2;2;3];
p5=[2;3;-1];
p=[p0,p1,p2,p3,p4,p5]; % combine points in a row
x=[];
hold on
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for t=0:0.05:1
x=[x,castel(p,t)]; % compute each point of the curve, and save in ...

a row
end
plot3(x(1,:),x(2,:),x(3,:),'-') % plot the curve
grid
plot3(p(1,:),p(2,:),p(3,:),'r--') %plot the control polygon
view([35 30]); % command to make the plot perspective better

Example 2.2.9. Based on the above examples, write a function that takes as input
the degree n and generates an n-th degree Bézier curve from n random points.

Example 2.2.10. Using the de Casteljau algorithm, plot a Bézier curve and subdivide
it at t = 1/2. Then, using the control polygons of each sub-curve at [0, 1/2] and [1/2, 1],
plot them in different figures.

% start by defining the control points
% You can try different ones yourselves
p0=[0;0];
p1=[0;1];
p2=[1;2];
p3=[1;0];
[x,l,r]=castel([p0,p1,p2,p3],0.5); % algorithm for division at t=0.5
figure
bez3(p0,p1,p2,p3) % original bezier curve
hold on
plot(l(1,:),l(2,:),'--g') % left control polygon
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plot(r(1,:),r(2,:),'--k') % right control polygon
grid
figure
grid
bez3(l(:,1),l(:,2),l(:,3),l(:,4)) %plot curve using as input the left ...

control polygon
% bezier curve on the left part of the subdivision
% observe that the curves are the same, as expected.
figure
grid
bez3(r(:,1),r(:,2),r(:,3),r(:,4))
% bezier curve on the left part of the subdivision
% observe that the curves are the same, as expected.

Example 2.2.11. Based on the above examples, write a function that takes as input
the control polygon of a bezier curve and a number d and plots the curve, and the
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control polygons that are computed after d consecutive subdivisions. Each subdivision
is done on the middle of the interval of the corresponding curve. For example if d = 2,
the curve is divided at t = 1/2 and then the left part defined over [0, 1/2] is divided at
t = 0.25 and the right part defined over [1/2, 1] is divided at t = 0.75, and so on.

Example 2.2.12. Given a control polygon of a 2d or 3d Bézier curve, degree elevate
the curve and plot the new control polygon.

% start by defining the control points
% You can try different ones yourselves
p0=[0;0];
p1=[0;1];
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p2=[1;2];
p3=[1;0];
p4=[3;0];
p=[p0,p1,p2,p3,p4];
x=[];
hold on
for t=0:0.05:1

x=[x,castel(p,t)]; % compute each point of the curve, and save in ...
a row

end
plot(x(1,:),x(2,:),'-') % plot the curve
grid
plot(p(1,:),p(2,:),'r--*') %plot the control polygon
newpoints=degelev(p);
plot(newpoints(1,:),newpoints(2,:),'k--*') % plot the degree elevated ...

control polygon (in black)

% also consider a 3d example
p0=[2;2;0];
p1=[1;1;2];
p2=[-1;2;3];
p3=[1;0;1];
p4=[2;0;-1];
p=[p0,p1,p2,p3,p4];
x=[];
hold on
for t=0:0.05:1

x=[x,castel(p,t)]; % compute each point of the curve, and save in ...
a row

end
plot3(x(1,:),x(2,:),x(3,:),'-') % plot the curve
grid
plot3(p(1,:),p(2,:),p(3,:),'r--*') %plot the control polygon
newpoints=degelev(p);
plot3(newpoints(1,:),newpoints(2,:),newpoints(3,:),'k--*') % plot the ...

degree elevated control polygon (in black)
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Example 2.2.13. Based on the above examples, write a function that takes as input
the control polygon of a Bezier curve and a number d and plots the curve, and the
control polygons that correspond to d consecutive degree elevations.
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Example 2.2.14. Given a set of control points pi, and their corresponding weights wi,
construct an algorithm for computing a point on the rational Bézier curve given by

x(t) =

∑n
i=0B

n
i (t)Piwi∑n

i=0B
n
i (t)wi

(2.1)

One way to do so is by computing the numerator and denominator separately, using
the De Casteljau Algorithm. You just have to modify the algorithms first to work on
1d points. Try this on any set of points, and also, showcase the effect of the weights on
the shape of the curve, by using the same set of control points but modifying a single
weight.
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Example 2.2.15. Plot the Frenet frame and the curvature plot of a given cubic Bézier
curve. Remember that the Frenet Frame is given by the following three vectors

T (t) =
ẋ(t)

||ẋ(t)||
, b(t) =

ẋ(t) ∧ ẍ(t)

||ẋ(t) ∧ ẍ(t)||
, n(t) = b(t) ∧ T (t) (2.2)

and the curvature by

k(t) =
||ẋ(t) ∧ ẍ(t)||
||ẋ(t)||3

(2.3)
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% we will try different sets of points
p0=[0;0;0]; p1=[1;0;0];
p2=[0;1;2]; p3=[1;1;3];
p=[p0,p1,p2,p3];
frenetc(p0,p1,p2,p3)
%%
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Example 2.2.16. As an additional exercise, try to plot the osculating circle corre-
sponding to a given point of a Bezier curve. The circle has radius r(t) = 1/k(t) and
its center is given by c(t) = x(t) + r(t)n(t).



Chapter 3

Interpolation using Bézier curves

This chapter presents interpolation using Bézier Curves. The algorithms presented
include:

• Aitken’s algorithm for general Bézier curve interpolation.

• Interpolation by least squares.

In the least squares method, a linear system is solved and the output is the control
polygon of the interpolating Bézier curve, which is then plotted using the de Casteljau
algorithm.

3.1 Algorithms

function x=aitken(p,times,t)
% The Aitken's algorithm.
% Input is the interpolation point givens in a row vector p at the ...

desired times t i, given in a row vector.
% Output is the value of the Bezier curve at time t.

n=size(p,2); %n is the number of points
dim=size(p,1); %the dimension of the points, i.e. 2d or 3d
p=[p']; %transpose the matrix p and add the times vector transposed.
%Now, the 1st column is the x coordinate, second is the y, 3rd is the ...

z, 4th is the interpolation time.

if dim==2 % check if the points are 2d or 3d
for i=1:n-1 % careful, here n refers to the number of points. In ...

most books, for an nth curve there are n+1 points, the ...
indexing starts from 0 (x 0,x 1,x 2,...).
for j=1:n-i

p(j,1)=((times(j+i)-t)/(times(i+j)-times(j)))*p(j,1)+

44
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((t-times(j))/(times(i+j)-times(j)))*p(j+1,1); % x coordinate
p(j,2)=((times(j+i)-t)/(times(i+j)-times(j)))*p(j,2)+
((t-times(j))/(times(i+j)-times(j)))*p(j+1,2); % y coordinate

end
end
x=[p(1,1);p(1,2)];

else
for i=1:n-1

for j=1:n-i
p(j,1)=((times(j+i)-t)/(times(i+j)-times(j)))*p(j,1)+
((t-times(j))/(times(i+j)-times(j)))*p(j+1,1); % x coordinate
p(j,2)=((times(j+i)-t)/(times(i+j)-times(j)))*p(j,2)+
((t-times(j))/(times(i+j)-times(j)))*p(j+1,2); % y coordinate
p(j,3)=((times(j+i)-t)/(times(i+j)-times(j)))*p(j,3)+
((t-times(j))/(times(i+j)-times(j)))*p(j+1,3); % z coordinate

end
end
x=[p(1,1);p(1,2);p(1,3)];

end

function b=bez int lsq(p,m,t)
% Interpolation with a bezier curve. Given p points, compute the m+1
% control points of the m-th degree bezier curve that approximates ...

the given points at times given by t.
For example, for a cubic Bezier curve m=3, so we have 4 control points.
format long
l=size(p,2); %n is the number of points
dim=size(p,1); %the dimension of the points, i.e. 2d or 3d

% construct the matrix M (generally nonsquare, unless we have equal ...
number of interpolation points and curve degree).

for i=1:l
for j=1:m+1

M(i,j)=bern(m,j-1,t(i)); % we use i-1 since for Bernstein ...
polynomials we start counting from zero. But the position ...
in the matrix M starts from 1.

end
end
%intM=inv(M); % we will not compute this system with the inverse command.
if dim==2 % check if the points are 2d or 3d

%compute x and y coordinates
%bx=intM*p(1,:)';
%by=intM*p(2,:)';
%instead of using the inverse of the matrix, we use the command
%linsolve which gives more accurate results. Also, check out the
%command mldivide
bx=linsolve(M,p(1,:)');
by=linsolve(M,p(2,:)');
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b=[bx';by']; % save points as a row vector
else

%compute x, y and z coordinates
%bx=intM*p(1,:)';
%by=intM*p(2,:)';
%bz=intM*p(3,:)';
bx=linsolve(M,p(1,:)');
by=linsolve(M,p(2,:)');
bz=linsolve(M,p(3,:)');
b=[bx';by';bz']; % save points as a row vector

end

function b=herm int(p)
%% Cubic Hermite interpolation. Given points p0,p1 and vectors v0,v1 as
% p=[p0,v0,v1,p0], find the control polygon of the cubic bezier curve ...

that
% interpolates p0, p1 with the desired first derivatives.

b(:,1)=p(:,1);
b(:,2)=p(:,2)/3+b(:,1);
b(:,3)=p(:,4)-p(:,3)/3;
b(:,4)=p(:,4);

3.2 Examples

Example 3.2.1. Using Aitken’s algorithm, plot the Bézier curve that interpolates 4
points.

% choose 4 interpolation points. Try different ones.
p0=[-1;0];
p1=[0;1];
p2=[0;-1];
p3=[1;0];
p=[p0,p1,p2,p3];
t int=[0,1,2,3];
hold on
x=[];
for t=0:0.1:t int(end)

x=[x,aitken(p,t int,t)];
end
plot(x(1,:),x(2,:))
plot(p(1,:),p(2,:),'*')
grid
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Example 3.2.2. Using the same points as before, use least squares to compute the
control polygon of the interpolating curve, and plot both of them

% choose 4 interpolation points. Try different ones.
p0=[-1;0];
p1=[0;1];
p2=[0;-1];
p3=[1;0];
p=[p0,p1,p2,p3];
t int=[0,1/3,2/3,1];
format long
b=bez int lsq(p,4,t int); % control points of desired bezier curve
hold on
x=[];
for t=0:0.01:t int(end);

x=[x,castel(b,t)];
end
plot(x(1,:),x(2,:),'-b')
plot(b(1,:),b(2,:),'--g')
plot(p(1,:),p(2,:),'*r')
legend('bezier curve','control polygon','interpolation points')
grid
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Example 3.2.3. We repeat the previous example but with more interpolation points.
Notice that the control polygon is ’spread out’ more, as the number of points increases

% choose 6 interpolation points. Try different ones.
p0=[-2;0]; p1=[0;1]; p2=[0;-1];
p3=[1;0]; p4=[2;2]; p5=[4;2];
p=[p0,p1,p2,p3,p4,p5];
format long
t int=[0,1/5,2/5,3/5,4/5,1];
b=bez int(p,length(p),t int); % control points of desired bezier curve
x=[];
for t=0:0.01:1

x=[x,castel(b,t)];
end
hold on
plot(x(1,:),x(2,:),'-b') % curve
plot(b(1,:),b(2,:),'--g') % control polygon
plot(p(1,:),p(2,:),'*r') % interpolation points
legend('bezier curve','control polygon','interpolation points')
grid
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Example 3.2.4. Rewrite the previous example, this time generating 6 random 3d
points and interpolating them using Aitken’s algorithm.

% start by generating random points
p0=rand(3,1); p1=rand(3,1); p2=rand(3,1);
p3=rand(3,1); p4=rand(3,1); p5=rand(3,1);
p=[p0,p1,p2,p3,p4,p5]; % combine in a row
t int=linspace(0,1,6); % create 6 equally spaced points from 0 to 1 ...

to use as interpolation times.
hold on
grid
x=[];
for t=0:0.01:t int(end)

x=[x,aitken(p,t int,t)];
end
plot3(x(1,:),x(2,:),x(3,:)) % plot the curve
plot3(p(1,:),p(2,:),p(3,:),'*') % interpolation points
view([35 30]); % command to make the plot perspective better
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Example 3.2.5. Consider the function

f(x) =

(
x

xsin(x
2
)cos(x

2
)

)
, x ∈ [0, 10π] (3.1)

Plot this function on Matlab. Then, try to interpolate f(x) with a Bézier. Try different
degrees and see what is the minimum degree required to interpolate the curve with a
satisfying accuracy.

clear
close
% create a sine wave
x=0:0.3:10*pi;
y=x.*sin(x./2).*cos(x./2);
p=[x;y];
figure(1)
% choose the degree of the Bezier Curve
m=16; % 16th degree Bezier curve, you can try more.
t int=linspace(0,1,length(p));
format long
b=bez int lsq(p,m,t int); % control points of desired bezier curve
hold on
x=[];
for t=0:0.01:1;

x=[x,castel(b,t)];
end
plot(x(1,:),x(2,:),'k','LineWidth',1)
plot(p(1,:),p(2,:),'--b','LineWidth',1)
legend('spiral','bezier curve')
grid
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Example 3.2.6. Consider the function

f(x) =

(
x

sin(x
2
) + 2cos(x

2
) + 3sin(x

3
)

)
, x ∈ [0, 20π] (3.2)

Plot this function on Matlab. Then, interpolate the given curve with a Bézier curve of
varying degree.

clear
close
% create a sine wave
x=0:0.3:20*pi;
y=sin(x./2)+2*cos(x./2)+3*sin(x./3);
p=[x;y];
% choose the degree of the Bezier Curve
m=15; % 15th degree Bezier curve
t int=linspace(0,1,length(p));
format long
b=bez int(p,m,t int); % control points of desired bezier curve
hold on
x=[];
for t=0:0.01:1;

x=[x,castel(b,t)];
end
plot(x(1,:),x(2,:),'k','LineWidth',1)
plot(p(1,:),p(2,:),'--b','LineWidth',1)
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legend('spiral','bezier curve')
grid

Example 3.2.7. In the following example we interpolate a 2d spiral, with different
Bezier curves.

clear
close
% the spiral code is taken from:
% https://stackoverflow.com/questions/38575522/ ...
... create-a-spiral-between-two-cartesian-points-in-matlab
%random 2d points
p1 = [3,5];
p2 = [1,4];

%radius of first point to second
r = norm(p1-p2);
%angle between two point wrt the y-axis
theta offset = tan((p1(2)- p2(2))/(p1(1)-p2(1)));

rez = 100; % number of points
rev = 3; % number of revolutions

t = linspace(0,r,rez); %radius as spiral decreases
theta = linspace(0,2*pi*rev,rez) + theta offset; %angle as spiral ...

decreases
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x = cos(theta).*t+p2(1);
y = sin(theta).*t+p2(2);
p=[x;y];
% choose the degree of the Bezier Curve
m=10; % 10th degree Bezier curve
t int=linspace(0,1,length(p));
format long
b=bez int(p,m,t int); % control points of desired bezier curve
hold on
x=[];
for t=0:0.01:1;

x=[x,castel(b,t)];
end
plot(x(1,:),x(2,:),'k','LineWidth',1)
plot(p(1,:),p(2,:),'--b','LineWidth',1)
legend('spiral','bezier curve')
grid

Example 3.2.8. In this example, we use the same approach as in the previous exam-
ples for a 3d spiral.

% create the spiral first
z=0:0.1:10*pi;
x=sin(z);
y=cos(z);
% We will now interpolate the spiral with different number of ...

interpolation
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% points
plot3(x,y,z,'k')
p=[x;y;z];
% choose the degree of the Bezier Curve
m=15; % 15th degree Bezier curve
t int=linspace(0,1,length(p));
format long
b=bez int(p,m,t int); % control points of desired bezier curve
hold on
x=[];
for t=0:0.01:1;

x=[x,castel(b,t)];
end
plot3(x(1,:),x(2,:),x(3,:),'k','LineWidth',1)
plot3(p(1,:),p(2,:),p(3,:),'--b','LineWidth',1)
legend('spiral','bezier curve')
grid

Example 3.2.9. In this example we consider the ribbon curve from Chapter 1.

% create the spiral first
format long
t=0:pi/90:2*pi;
x=2*cos(t)+cos(10*t).*cos(t);
y=2*sin(t)+cos(t).*sin(10*t);
z=sin(5*t);
p=[x;y;z];
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% choose the degree of the Bezier Curve
m=40;
t int=linspace(0,1,length(p));
format long
b=bez int(p,m,t int); % control points of desired bezier curve
hold on
x=[];
for t=0:0.01:1;

x=[x,castel(b,t)];
end
plot3(x(1,:),x(2,:),x(3,:),'k','LineWidth',1)
plot3(p(1,:),p(2,:),p(3,:),'--b','LineWidth',1)
legend('ribbon','bezier curve')
grid
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Example 3.2.10. Given two points and the corresponding derivative at each point,
plot a cubic Bézier curve that interpolates the given points with the given derivative
values. Try different values for the derivative vectors and see how the shape changes

% the two points will be p0,p1.
% Try multiple values of the derivatives v0, v1.
p0=[-1;0];
v0=[0;1];
v1=[1;-4];
p1=[1;0];
p=[p0,v0,v1,p1];
b=herm int(p); %control points of the interpolating curve
hold on
x=[];
for t=0:0.01:1

x=[x,castel(b,t)];
end
plot(x(1,:),x(2,:),'-b')
legend('Cubic Hermite interpolation')
grid
plot(b(1,:),b(2,:),'r--')
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Chapter 4

Bézier Patches

This chapter is devoted to Bézier patches. The algorithms presented include:

• Plotting Bézier patches.

• Plot a patch by its isocurves.

• Degree elevation.

• Bicubic Interpolation.

• Rational Patches.

4.1 Algorithms

function convpatch(p)
%plots the convex hull of the control points of a bezier patch, given ...

in block matrix p.
controlp=reshape(p,[3],[]); % arrange points in a row vector (each ...

column is a single point)

ind=convhull(controlp');
ch=controlp(ind');
trisurf(ind,controlp(1,:),controlp(2,:),controlp(3,:),...
'Facecolor','g','FaceAlpha',0.05)

function x=castelpatch(p,u,v)
% value of a Bezier surface with control matrix p at values u,v.
% p is the control matrix consisting of (m) by (n) points (numbered ...

from 1

58
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% to m or n). Remember in most books we start counting from 0.
m=size(p,1)/3; % divide by three since each point corresponds to 3 rows.
n=size(p,2);

% first, extract each coordinate in a 4 by 4 matrix
% Run a de Casteljau algorithm for each column, and save into a row
% vector.
C=[];
for i=1:n

% First, arrange each column i of p in a row where each column ...
represents a point

points=reshape(p(:,i),[3],[]);
x=castel(points,u);
C=[C,x];

end
% after computing matrix C, we run one more call to the algorithm to
% compute the final point on the surface.
x=castel(C,v);

function [newpoints]=degelevpatch(p,param)
%% This function computes a degree elevation on the Bezier patch with ...

control polygon p in matrix form
%% the value par takes the values 1 for elevation on u and 2 for ...

elevation on v

m=size(p,1)/3; % divide by three since each point corresponds to 3 rows.
n=size(p,2);
% The function returns the new control polygon saved in the variable ...

newpoints.
% The new control polygon produces the same curve.
newpoints=[];
if param==1

% we will degree elevate every column
for i=1:n

%first, write the points of each column in row form
oldpoints=reshape(p(:,i),[3],[]);
new=degelev(oldpoints); % returns the new points in a row vector
% we need to rearrange them correctly and place them as a ...

column in
% the new matrix
newpoints=[newpoints, reshape(new,[],[1])];

end
else

% we will degree elevate every row
for i=1:m

%first, take the points of each block row
oldpoints=p(3*(i-1)+1:3*i,:); %choose 3 consecutive rows in ...

each loop, which correspond to each block row of points
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new=degelev(oldpoints); % returns the new points in a row vector
% we need to rearange them correctly and place them as a ...

column in
% the new matrix
newpoints=[newpoints; new];

end
end

function B=bicub int(p,t)
% Interpolation with a Bezier surface. Given 16 points in matrix p, ...

compute
% the 16 control points of the bicubic Bezier patch that interpolates ...

the given points at times given by t.
% t has 2 rows that have the times u i,v i as follows
% t=[u1,u2,u3,u4;v1,v2,v3,v4]

n=size(p,2); %n is the number of points
dim=size(p,1); %the dimension of the points, i.e. 2d or 3d

% construct the matrices M, N.
for i=1:n

for j=1:n
M(i,j)=bern(n-1,j-1,t(1,i)); % we use i-1 since for Bernstein ...

polynomials we start counting from zero. But the position ...
in the matrix M starts from 1.

% the same holds for the degree, since for n points we refer ...
to an

% (n-1)th bezier curve.
N(j,i)=bern(n-1,j-1,t(2,i)); % notice that N has the indexes ...

in reverse order.
%This is because in the matrix N each column corresponds to
%the same time v0, v1, v2, v3.

end
end
px=p(1:3:end,:);
py=p(2:3:end,:);
pz=p(3:3:end,:);
iM=inv(M); % for interpolations using more points and higher degrees, ...

better use the command linsolve.
iN=inv(N);
bx=iM*px*iN;
by=iM*py*iN;
bz=iM*pz*iN;
B=[bx(1,:);by(1,:);bz(1,:);bx(2,:);by(2,:);bz(2,:);bx(3,:);...
by(3,:);bz(3,:);bx(4,:);by(4,:);bz(4,:)];

% For this algorithm, we assume that the interpolating points are ...
already given in the desired block matrix format. In a more ...
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general form of this algorithm, the 16 points could be given in a ...
list, and we must first construct the appropriate matrix.

4.2 Examples

Example 4.2.1. Plot a bilinear patch by defining 4 points given in a square matrix as

P =

(
p00 p01
p10 p11

)
(4.1)

You can choose to plot individual points on the patch, or connect the points inside
each loop. In the second way, we can see the isoparametric curves of the patch, with
respect to the parameter given in the outer loop. See the following code.

p00=[0;0;0];
p10=[1;0;0];
p01=[0;1;0];
p11=[1;1;1];
p=[p00,p01;p10,p11]; % define the control matrix

hold on
grid

for u=0:0.05:1
x=[];
for v=0:0.05:1

x=[x,castelpatch(p,u,v)];
end
plot3(x(1,:),x(2,:),x(3,:),'b.') % you can simply use '*b'
% you canalso use 'b-' to plot the isoparametric curves with ...

respect to u
end
view([35 30]); % command to make the plot perspective better

% Important. The way this algorithm is structured, it plots the
% isoparametric curves for fixed u each time. If we interchange the ...

for loop variables and put u inside and v outside, we will obtain the
% isoparametric v curves. Try it!
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Example 4.2.2. Plot a 3d bezier patch with degree m=2 in the u parameter and n=3
in the v parameter.

p=[0,3,6,9;0,0,0,0;6,0,0,6;0,3,6,9;3,3,3,3;3,0,0,0;0,3,6,9;...
6,6,6,6;6,0,0,6];
hold on
grid

for u=0:0.03:1
x=[];
for v=0:0.03:1

x=[x,castelpatch(p,u,v)];
end
plot3(x(1,:),x(2,:),x(3,:),'.b')

end
view([35 30]); % command to make the plot perspective better
convpatch(p) % plot the convex hull of the control points
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Example 4.2.3. Another example of a surface patch.

p=[0,0,1;0,1,3;0,1,4;1,1,2;0,1,3;1,2,2;2,2,2;0,1,2;2,3,2]
hold on
grid
for u=0:0.02:1

x=[];
for v=0:0.02:1

x=[x,castelpatch(p,u,v)];
end
plot3(x(1,:),x(2,:),x(3,:),'b.')

end
view([35 30]);
convpatch(p)
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Example 4.2.4. Another example of a Bézier patch

p=[1,1,1,1,1;0,0,0,0,0;1,1,1,1,1;0,0,0,0,0;1,0,1,1,1;...
1,1,1,1,1;0,0,0,0,0;1,1,1,1,1;0,1,1,1,0];

hold on
grid

for u=0:0.03:1
x=[];
for v=0:0.03:1

x=[x,castelpatch(p,u,v)];
end
plot3(x(1,:),x(2,:),x(3,:),'-b')

end
view([35 30]); % command to make the plot perspective better
convpatch(p)
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Example 4.2.5. Given a control polygon for a Bézier patch, degree elevate it on the
v parameter and plot the curve and the new control polygon.

p=[0,3,6,9;0,0,0,0;6,0,0,6;0,3,6,9;...
3,3,3,3;3,0,0,0;0,3,6,9;6,6,6,6;7,7,7,7];
newpolygon=degelevpatch(p,2);
hold on
grid
for u=0:0.03:1

x=[];
for v=0:0.03:1

x=[x,castelpatch(newpolygon,u,v)];
end
plot3(x(1,:),x(2,:),x(3,:),'b.')

end
convpatch(newpolygon)
%convpatch(p) % old control polygon
view([35 30]);
% We plot the control polygons separately, because if we plot them on ...

the same figure it is difficult to distinguish them.
figure
subplot(1,2,1)
convpatch(p)
subplot(1,2,2)
convpatch(newpolygon)
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Example 4.2.6. Load the data for the Utah teapot, teacup and teaspoon from [1].
The files include a text file that includes the points of all the control polygons for all
the patches, and a second file that includes in each row, the indexes of each of the
bicubic patches that make up each shape. The teaspoon consists of 32 patches, the
teacup consists of 26 and the teaspon of 16. Plot each shape in a separate figure.

% Load the first 4x4 matrix of 16 points for the first patch.
points=load('teapotdata.txt');
teapotrectangles=load('teapotrectangles.txt');
hold on
grid
for i=1:32
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trial=points(teapotrectangles(i,:),:); % list of points. each row ...
represents a point.

trial=trial'; % transpose them
trial=reshape(trial,[],[4]) ; % reshape to get the control matrix.
for v=0:0.05:1

x=[];
for u=0:0.05:1

x=[x,castelpatch(trial,u,v)];
end
plot3(x(1,:),x(2,:),x(3,:),'b.')

end
end

%% plotting the teacup

% Load the first 4x4 matrix of 16 points for the first patch.

points=load('teacupnodes.txt');
teacuprectangles=load('teacuprectangles.txt');
hold on
grid
for i=1:26
trial=points(teacuprectangles(i,:),:); % list of points. each row ...

represents a point.
trial=trial';
trial=reshape(trial,[],[4]) ;
for v=0:0.05:1

x=[];
for u=0:0.05:1

x=[x,castelpatch(trial,u,v)];
end
plot3(x(1,:),x(2,:),x(3,:),'b.')

end
end

%% plotting the teaspoon
% Load the first 4x4 matrix of 16 points for the first patch.
points=load('teaspoonnodes.txt');
teaspoonrectangles=load('teaspoonrectangles.txt');
hold on
grid
for i=1:16
trial=points(teaspoonrectangles(i,:),:); % list of points. each row ...

represents a point.
trial=trial';
trial=reshape(trial,[],[4]) ;
for v=0:0.05:1

x=[];
for u=0:0.05:1
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x=[x,castelpatch(trial,u,v)];
end
plot3(x(1,:),x(2,:),x(3,:),'b.')

end
end
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Example 4.2.7. Plot the bicubic patch that interpolates 16 given points.

% we first construct the matrix of points to be interpolated
p=[0,3,6,9;-4,-4,-1,0;6,2,2,6;0,3,6,9;3,0,3,2;3,-1,-2,0;0,3,6,9;...
6,4,4,6;7,8,8,7;1,4,6,7;8,-9,-9,8;8,9,9,8];
% Try different control polygons
% p=[0,1,2,3;3,3,3,3;1,1,1,1;0,1,2,3;2,2,2,2;...
%1,0,0,1;0,1,2,3;1,1,1,1;1,0,0,1;0,1,2,3;0,0,0,0;1,1,1,1]
% p=[0,1,2,3;3,3,3,3;1,.0,.0,1;0,1,2,3;2,2,2,2;...
%0,1.,1.,.0;0,1,2,3;1,1,1,1;.0,1.,1.,.0;0,1,2,3;0,0,0,0;1,.0,.0,1]

t=[0:1/3:1;0:1/3:1]; % define appropriate interpolation times t {i,j} ...
for each of the 16 points

b=bicub int(p,t); % get the control polygon of the interpolating patch
hold on
grid
for u=0:0.02:1

x=[];
for v=0:0.02:1

x=[x,castelpatch(b,u,v)];
end
plot3(x(1,:),x(2,:),x(3,:),'b-') % plot either as points, or ...

isocurves
end
points=reshape(p,[3],[]); % with this commend, we rearrange the ...

interpolating points in a single row vector, where each columns ...
represents a point.

plot3(points(1,:),points(2,:),points(3,:),'*r','markersize',12) % ...
plot the interpolating points.

view([35 30]);
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%convpatch(b) % to plot the convex hull of the control polygon
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Example 4.2.8. As with the case of rational Bézier curves, write an algorithm that
takes as an input the control polygon, the matrix of weights wi,j, the values of u and
v and outputs the value of the corresponding point on the curve. Try to carefully
and efficiently construct the new weighted control matrix. You can also try creating
rational B-Spline patches.



Chapter 5

Spline Curves

In this chapter we use de Boor’s algorithm to plot composite curves. The algorithms
presented are:

• De Boor’s algorithm for computing a Spline curve.

• Knot insertion.

• Rational Spline curves.

5.1 Algorithms

function [x]=deboor(p,n,u,t)
%De Boor algorithm
% this algorithm is constructed under the assumption that there are n+1
% repeated knots at the start and end of the know sequence u.

siz=size(p,2); %n is the number of points
dim=size(p,1); %the dimension of the points, i.e. 2d or 3d
p=p';

if t == u(1,end)
I=length(u)-n-1;

else
id=find(u(n+1:(end-n))>t);
I=id(1)+n-1;

end
% The above returs the index I of the span in which t belongs, that ...

is [u I,u {I+1}), where the
% index starts from 1. For example
% u=[0,1,2,3,4,5), n=1. This is translated as

72
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% u=[u1,u2,u3,u4,u5,u6], so t=2.5 is in [u3,u4), so I=3. Similarly, ...
t=3 is

% in[u4,u5), so I=4.

% initiallize control points from I-n to I. For the matrix index, +1 ...
added

c=p((I-n):(I),:); % we initialize the control points.

if dim==2
for i=1:n

count=0;
for j=I-n+i:I

a=(t-u(j))/(u(j+n+1-i)-u(j));
count=count+1;
if a~=inf && isnan(a)==0 % the second command checks for ...

the case where NaN appears, for example when having 0/0.
c(count,1)=(1-a)*c(count,1)+a*c(count+1,1); % x ...

coordinate
c(count,2)=(1-a)*c(count,2)+a*c(count+1,2); % y ...

coordinate
end

end
end
x=[c(1,1);c(1,2)];

else
for i=1:n

count=0;
for j=I-n+i:I

a=(t-u(j))/(u(j+n+1-i)-u(j));
count=count+1;
if a~=inf && isnan(a)==0

c(count,1)=(1-a)*c(count,1)+a*c(count+1,1); % x ...
coordinate %(I-n)

c(count,2)=(1-a)*c(count,2)+a*c(count+1,2); % y ...
coordinate

c(count,3)=(1-a)*c(count,3)+a*c(count+1,3); % z ...
coordinate

end
end

end
x=[c(1,1);c(1,2);c(1,3)];

end

end

function [newpoints,unew]=knotins(p,n,u,t)
%% Knot insertion of Bspline curve
%Computes the new control points of the B-spline curve, after ...
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inserting the
%knot t. Also returns the new knot tequence
% n is the degree of the spline.
% u is the know sequence.

% The function returns n+1 point saved in the variable newpoints.
% The new control polygon produces the same curve.
unew=sort([u,t]); %insert t at the know sequence.
siz=size(p,2); %n is the number of points
dim=size(p,1); %the dimension of the points, i.e. 2d or 3d

if t == u(1,end)
I=length(u)-n-1;

else
id=find(u(n+1:(end-n))>t);
I=id(1)+n-1;

end

newpoints(:,1:(I-n))=p(:,1:(I-n));

for i=(I-n+1):I
a=(t-u(i))/(u(i+n)-u(i));
newpoints(:,i)=(1-a)*p(:,i-1)+a*p(:,i);
%note that based on 4.19 page 51, i refers to the point number,
%counting from 0.
%here we count from 1, so i should be i-1 and n+1 should be n on ...

the computation.
end
newpoints=[newpoints,p(:,(I):end)];

5.2 Examples

Example 5.2.1. First, we can simply considered plotting multiple Bézier curves that
are connected at the edges, thus are C0. By carefully choosing the control polygon, we
can obtain G1, G2 curves, or C1, C2 curves. By this, we refer to geometric or parametric
continuity.

% try different examples with different control points
p0=[2;1]; p1=[0;1]; p2=[1;2]; p3=[2;2];
p4=[4;2]; p5=[6;-2]; p6=[3;-2];
bez3(p0,p1,p2,p3)
hold on
bez3(p3,p4,p5,p6)
grid
% also try
%p0=[2;0]; p1=[0;1]; p2=[1;2]; p3=[2;2];
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%p4=[4;2]; p5=[5;-2]; p6=[5;0];

Example 5.2.2. Plot a B-spline curve of degree n = 3 with 5 control points p0, ..., pD,
D = 4 and knot sequence U = {u0, ..., uK}, K = 8. Remember that for the above
parameters it must hold

K = D + 1 + n (5.1)

and we always choose n + 1 repeated knots at the beginning and end of the knot
sequence, so that the curve interpolates the first and last control points.

p0=[-1;0]; p1=[0;1]; p2=[1;0];
p3=[1;2]; p4=[2;1];
u=[0,0,0,0,0.5,1,1,1,1];
n=3;
p=[p0,p1,p2,p3,p4];

x=[];
for t=0:0.05:u(end)
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x=[x,deboor(p,n,u,t)];
end
hold all
plot(x(1,:),x(2,:),'-b')
plot(p(1,:),p(2,:),'--r')
grid

Example 5.2.3. Using the same control points as in the previous example, change
the degree of the curve to 2. Now, choose distinct or repeated knots and see how the
shape of the curve changes.

clear
clc
p0=[-1;0]; p1=[0;1]; p2=[1;0];
p3=[1;2]; p4=[2;1];
u=[0,0,0,0.5,0.5,1,1,1];
% or try u=[0,0,0,1/3,2/3,1,1,1];
n=2;
p=[p0,p1,p2,p3,p4];

x=[];
for t=0:0.05:u(end)

x=[x,deboor(p,n,u,t)];
end
hold all
plot(x(1,:),x(2,:),'-b')
plot(p(1,:),p(2,:),'--r')
grid
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Example 5.2.4. In the following example, we showcase the fact that for lower spline
degrees, the curve approximates the control polygon.

p0=[0;1]; p1=[0;0]; p2=[1;1];
p3=[1;2]; p4=[0;2.8]; p5=[-1;2];
p6=[-1;0.5];
n=4;
u=[0,0,0,0,0,0.5,1,2,2,2,2,2];
p=[p0,p1,p2,p3,p4,p5,p6];

x=[];
for t=0:0.05:u(end)

x=[x,deboor(p,n,u,t)];
end
hold all
plot(x(1,:),x(2,:),'-b')
plot(p(1,:),p(2,:),'*--k')
% now, after plotting this, define new knot sequence and degree and ...

plot again. Try:
%n=3; u=[0,0,0,0,0.5,1,1.5,2,2,2,2];
%n=2; u=[0,0,0,1,2,2.5,3,4,4,4];
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Example 5.2.5. First, plot a Bspline curve on degree n = 3 and 9 control points.
Then perturb a point in the control polygon and plot the curve again, to showcase the
local control property.

p0=[-.5;-2]; p1=[-1.5;-1]; p2=[-1;0];
p3=[0;1]; p5=[1;2]; p6=[0;2]; p7=[0;3];
p8=[-1;2];
u=[0,0,0,0,1,2,3,4,5,6,6,6,6];
n=3;
hold all
grid
for q=1:10

p4=[1;1]+.6*rand(2,1); %perturb the middle point in each loop by ...
adding a small random number

p=[p0,p1,p2,p3,p4,p5,p6,p7,p8];
x=[];
for t=0:0.1:u(end)

x=[x,deboor(p,n,u,t)];
end
plot(x(1,:),x(2,:),'-b')
plot(p(1,:),p(2,:),'*-r')

end
% In the above, we chose p4, but you can try different control points.
%% The following is a 3d example
clear
clc
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p0=[-.5;-2;0]; p1=[-1.5;-1;-1]; p2=[-1;0;0];
p3=[0;1;1]; p4=[1;1;2]; p5=[1;2;3];
p6=[0;2;4]; p7=[0;3;1]; p8=[-1;2;0];
u=[0,0,0,0,1,2,3,4,5,6,6,6,6];
n=3;
p=[p0,p1,p2,p3,p4,p5,p6,p7,p8];
hold all
grid
for q=1:10

p2=[-1;0;0]+rand(3,1); %perturb the point p3 in each loop
p=[p0,p1,p2,p3,p4,p5,p6,p7,p8];
x=[];
for t=0:0.1:u(end)

x=[x,deboor(p,n,u,t)];
end

plot3(x(1,:),x(2,:),x(3,:),'-b')
plot3(p(1,:),p(2,:),p(3,:),'*-r')

end
view([-8 18]);
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Example 5.2.6. Given a Spline curve, insert a knot at the knot sequence and plot the
new control polygon that it corresponds to.

p0=[-.5;-2]; p1=[-1.5;-1];
p2=[-1;0]; p3=[0;0];
p4=[0;1];
u=[0,0,0,0,1/2,1,1,1,1];
n=3;
p=[p0,p1,p2,p3,p4];

%plot the original curve first
x=[];
for t=0:0.05:u(end)

x=[x,deboor(p,n,u,t)];
end
hold all
plot(x(1,:),x(2,:),'-b')
plot(p(1,:),p(2,:),'*-r')

% now do a knot insertion on t=0.8.
[newpoints,unew]=knotins(p,n,u,0.3);
%plot the knot elevated polygon that corresponds to the same curve
plot(newpoints(1,:),newpoints(2,:),'*-k')
grid
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Example 5.2.7. In the following example, we try multiple knot insertions using a for
loop.

p0=[-.5;-2]; p1=[-1.5;-1];
p2=[-1;0]; p3=[0;0];
p4=[0;1];
u=[0,0,0,0,1,2,2,2,2];
n=3;
p=[p0,p1,p2,p3,p4];

%plot the original curve first
x=[];
for t=0:0.1:u(end)

x=[x,deboor(p,n,u,t)];
end
hold on
grid
plot(x(1,:),x(2,:),'-b')
plot(p(1,:),p(2,:),'*-r')

t=0;
for i=1:3

t=t+1/i; % you can try inserting at different points
[newpoints,unew]=knotins(p,n,u,t);
%plot the knot elevated polygon
plot(newpoints(1,:),newpoints(2,:))
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end

Example 5.2.8. As an exercise, you can try to enhance the functions to plot each
Spline parts in different colour.

Example 5.2.9. Given a set of control points, their corresponding weights wi > 0
and a knot sequence, write a function that takes the above as an input, and plot the
rational B-Spline curve given by

x(t) =

∑D
i=0N

n
i (t)Piwi∑D

i=0N
n
i (t)wi

(5.2)

As with the case of rational Bézier curves, you can try computing numerator and de-
nominator separately. For the denominator you need to adjust the de Boor algorithms
for the 1d case. Showcase the effects of weights on the shape of the curve. Also,
showcase the locality of that effect.
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